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existing between   husband and wife, whereby they arc partner* in kgil
contemplation for many purposes and the husband is bound to maintain the
wife until they are legally separated by the Court, If, however, penons are
admitted as "wives" who might legally be repudiated the next day after the
arrival by the husband entering into a lawful union in this country with some*
one else, or even without his doing so, it seems to me the object of the amp*
tion in favour of the wife would not be carried into effect The statute is in
general term; it is not framed merely for Asiatics or, indeed, principally for
them, though the word Asiatic is incidentally mentioned in the Act; aot tD
Asiatics, however, contract unions of a polygamous character. It b aid that
at all events one "wife" should be admitted of a Mahommedan union, aod
I do not know whether it is to be the first that comes, or the first that is mar*
ried; but it is said that otherwise there will be great hardships imposed and
immorality  presumably  encouraged; these are mattes for the legislature
to consider, though I am not satisfied that such consequences would need-
sarily ensue by the interpretation of the Act contended for by the w»*
pondent.   The matter has never been judicially decided in this Province,
but in the Transvaal a recent decision disclosed a difference of opinion
on the Bench,    The Transvaal Statute is in similar terms to Act % of
1906, and I agree with the decision of the majority of the Court  Tim
is not a case where merely ceremonial forms of the marriage cdebrtttta
in the foreign country by parties domiciled there are diflferent from thoie
required in this country; in such cases it may well be that the marriage
could not be impeached here, but this is a case where the wry element* and
essentials of a legal union of marriage are, by admission, wanting. As pofatcd out
for respondent, when the legislature of this Colony did intend to put * wider
interpretation on the word "wife" so as to include a reputed wife as m Act 15,
1865, the Act dearly said so; the onus here lies on the applicant and I am not
satisfied that he has discharged it The application must be refused. Itwusqg-
gested that the Court should intimate that Bai Mariam might be aBowed to
land if applicant agreed to legalise his marriage under Act 16 of 1860, tel that
is not a matter for the Court to interfere with, though I can ace ao objection
to such a course of the procedure if the Minister should direct it I dart
even know if machinery for such legalisation at present exists. As costs ait aot
pressed for, there will be no order as to costs.
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